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Explicit memory refers to the conscious retrieval of past information or experiences, whereas implicit memory refers
to an unintentional or nonconscious form of retrieval. Much of the literature in cognitive psychology and cognitive
neuroscience has focused on differences between explicit and implicit memory, and the traditional view is that they
rely on distinct brain systems. However, the potential interplay between implicit and explicit memory is not always
clear. This review draws from behavioral and functional neuroimaging evidence to evaluate three areas in which
implicit and explicit memory may be interrelated. First, we discuss views of familiarity-based recognition in terms of
its relationship with implicit memory. Second, we review the challenges of distinguishing between implicit memory
and involuntary aware memory, at both behavioral and neural levels. Finally, we examine evidence indicating that
implicit and explicit retrieval of relational information may rely on a common neural mechanism. Taken together,
these areas indicate that, under certain circumstances, there may be an important and influential relationship between
conscious and nonconscious expressions of memory.
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Introduction

Over the past several decades, a substantial body of
research in the experimental psychology, neuropsy-
chology, and cognitive neuroscience literatures has
been dedicated to characterizing and distinguish-
ing between explicit and implicit memory retrieval.
Explicit memory typically refers to the conscious, in-
tentional retrieval of past information or events, and
is measured with tasks such as recognition or free
recall. In contrast, implicit memory typically refers
to a nonconscious, unintentional form of memory
retrieval and can be evidenced by priming, which
is when performance on a cognitive task is facil-
itated for repeated relative to new stimuli. Prim-
ing can be characterized as perceptual in nature,
such as when reading words facilitates later rapid
perceptual identification of those words relative to
baseline, new words. Priming can also be character-
ized as conceptual in nature, such as when reading
words facilitates later performance on a task that
requires meaningful judgments or classifications of

those words. Semantic priming refers to the indirect
priming of related information, such as when read-
ing words (e.g., the word nurse) facilitates later task
performance on semantically related words (e.g., the
word doctor). Implicit and explicit memory can be
differentially affected by some of the same experi-
mental variables and can be evidenced by different
brain regions and different patterns of brain activity.
As such, the literature has traditionally agreed that
implicit and explicit memory reflect the operation
of distinct brain systems.1,2 The criteria tradition-
ally used to dichotomize explicit and implicit forms
of memory are highlighted in Table 1.

A substantial body of evidence has now accu-
mulated, however, indicating that explicit and im-
plicit memory do not consistently fit within these
feature boundaries. As the remainder this review
will suggest, the interrelationship between these
forms of memory is not always certain. For in-
stance, how and when might explicit versus im-
plicit memory influence one another? Under what
circumstances might implicit and explicit memory
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Table 1. The traditional model, highlighting the critical
features used to dichotomize explicit and implicit forms
of memory

Memory phenomenon

Feature Implicit Explicit

System Declarative/MTL-

dependent

Nondeclarative/

MTL-independent

Intention Controlled Automatic

Awareness Conscious Nonconscious

Measurement Direct test Indirect test

Behavior Accuracy Priming

Note: As the focus of the present review suggests, however,
a substantial body of evidence now suggests that explicit
and implicit memory do not consistently fit within these
feature boundaries.

share processing characteristics or rely on the same
mechanism?

This paper begins by briefly reviewing some of the
dissociations that have been used to support clear
distinctions between explicit and implicit memory.
In the remainder of the review, we draw primar-
ily from behavioral and functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) evidence to evaluate the
current state of three important questions. First,
we review certain conditions under which implicit
memory may influence explicit memory. Specifi-
cally, we discuss the ways that implicit memory
may impact or operate concurrently with an explicit
memory process known as familiarity memory. Sec-
ond, we review conditions under which explicit
memory may influence implicit memory. Specif-
ically, we discuss the challenges of distinguishing
implicit memory from involuntary or unintentional
aware memory. Finally, we review conditions under
which implicit and explicit memory may rely on a
common mechanism. Specifically, we discuss a com-
mon role of medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions
during explicit and implicit retrieval of relational
information.

Dissociating implicit and explicit memory

The experimental psychology literature has identi-
fied several manipulations that produce behavioral
dissociations between implicit and explicit mem-
ory retrieval.3 It is important to note at the out-
set that these dissociations have been found pri-

marily for the priming of perceptual information.
(In contrast, overlaps between explicit memory and
conceptual implicit memory are more frequently
observed and will be considered in detail in the
subsequent section.) Perceptual priming has been
shown to be unaffected by levels of processing ma-
nipulations, despite noted differences in explicit
memory performance between shallow and deeper
levels of encoding.4 Similarly, emotional, relative
to neutral, processing of to-be-learned information
enhances explicit memory, with little to no im-
pact on perceptual implicit memory.5,6 In contrast,
changing perceptual modality from study to test af-
fects perceptual priming but not recognition.7

Importantly, much of this evidence reflects sin-
gle dissociations, where an encoding manipulation
affects one form of retrieval but not the other. A lim-
itation of such dissociations is that they can be alter-
natively explained by differential task sensitivity or
memory strength.8 To our knowledge, only one ex-
perimental manipulation has produced cross-over
effects on explicit and implicit memory. In the gen-
eration paradigm, subjects read some words and
generate others from meaningful cues. Generated
items are typically better recognized than the read
items, but have the reverse effect on tests of implicit
memory.9 The opposing effects of semantic gener-
ation on implicit versus explicit memory have been
used to provide stronger evidence than single dis-
sociations that explicit and implicit memory reflect
fundamentally different forms of memory retrieval.
However, such cross-over dissociations are rare in
the explicit versus implicit memory literature.

In addition to functional dissociations, neuropsy-
chological studies of patient populations have also
been used as evidence that explicit and implicit
memory reflect distinct forms of retrieval. For in-
stance, patients with damage to the MTL typically
show impaired explicit retrieval performance but
relatively intact priming.10–12 In addition to pa-
tients with MTL damage, a population dissociation
is found among patients with schizophrenia, who
have difficulty with explicit remembering compared
to normal controls, yet retain normal implicit mem-
ory functioning.13 Similarly, older adults demon-
strate some loss of explicit memory but typically
show no deficit on priming tasks when compared
to younger adults.14–18 In contrast with these pop-
ulations, who show intact implicit despite impaired
explicit memory, other populations show the reverse
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pattern. For instance, patient M.S., who had lesions
to occipital cortex, showed no priming on an im-
plicit perceptual identification task, despite unim-
paired explicit memory.19,20 These patient studies
have been critical in giving rise to the notion that
implicit and explicit memory depend on distinct
brain systems.21 The ability of these dissociations to
provide unambiguous evidence of multiple memory
systems has been widely questioned, however.22 One
alternative account is that amnesic patients have a
generalized learning deficit, whereas patients with
occipital lobe damage are impaired in visual pro-
cessing.23 Deficits along these dimensions are not
incompatible with single-system accounts of ex-
plicit and implicit memory, whereby both priming
and recognition can be driven by the same memory
source.8

Regarding the functional neuroimaging of nor-
mal subjects, some evidence has supported the view
that explicit and implicit memory operate within
distinct neural systems,24 although the patterns of
neural responses are complex and their interpreta-
tion continues to be debated. For instance, it has
been well established that conscious, intentional
memory retrieval involves an integrated series of
cognitive processes linked with spatially distinct but
functionally connected brain regions.25,26 A thor-
ough and targeted analysis of the multiple processes
that comprise explicit memory is not the focus of
this review. However, at a very broad level, explicit
memory retrieval has been shown to involve con-
trolled strategy and retrieval effort mediated by the
prefrontal cortex (PFC),27–30 top-down attention to
retrieval goals mediated by dorsal posterior pari-
etal cortex (PPC),31,32 as well as bottom-up mem-
ory recovery processes mediated by the MTL33 and
bottom-up attentional capture in ventral PPC.31

The brain regions linked with implicit memory
vary widely according to the type of stimuli and
type of task. Neural priming is typically evident in
areas of stimulus- or concept-specific processing,
such as occipital cortex for visually perceived stim-
uli34–36 fusiform cortex for object or face stimuli37

or left inferior PFC for priming of lexical or se-
mantic information.38,39 (for review, see Refs. 40
and 41). However, a consistent pattern across dif-
ferent types of priming is the finding of decreased
neural activity for repeated stimuli relative to new
stimuli. (Although, there are a few examples of
repetition-related increases in neural activity, par-

ticularly for novel stimuli; see Refs. 37, 40, and 42.)
Several theories have been put forth to account for
these repetition-related decreases in activity. Exper-
iments using nonhuman animals have shown that
single neurons exhibit a reduced firing rate for re-
peated stimuli,43 a finding that gave rise to the term
repetition suppression, although this term is not al-
ways used in reference to the neural priming effect
in humans. An analogue of repetition suppression
in humans posits a neural tuning, or sharpening,
mechanism, in which only the most relevant neu-
rons are selected to respond to a stimulus upon its
reoccurrence, leading to faster mean firing rates.44,45

Other accounts include fatigued neurons, which ex-
hibit lower amplitudes, or a reduction in the du-
ration of neural activity.46,47 Reductions in gamma
frequency oscillations, as measured by EEG, have
also been recently linked with behavioral priming
effects.48 Despite this reliable pattern of decreased
neural activity for repeated relative to new stim-
uli, the precise direction of the relationship between
neural and behavioral priming effects is an ongoing
topic of investigation.36,40,49,50

The differences observed between explicit and
implicit memory in terms of both region and direc-
tion of neural response do suggest important dis-
tinctions between these memory phenomena. Yet
we argue that the interpretation of these differences
is not straightforward. One possible explanation is
that explicit and implicit memory operate within
distinct brain systems, divided on consciousness.
Differences in brain activation patterns could al-
ternatively be explained by differences along sev-
eral other critical dimensions. Dimensions that can
produce differences in neural activations may in-
clude, for example, differences in task demands,
memory strength, memory representation, stimu-
lus complexity, retrieval cues, processing mode, or
control of retrieval. Sophisticated measures must
be employed to isolate or control for the contri-
butions of such variables, to yield unambiguous
interpretations of neural activations (for a similar
argument, see Ref. 51). Indeed, as the remainder
of the review will suggest, when many of these in-
put levels are carefully controlled—including con-
tributions of perceptual versus conceptual pro-
cessing, or the retrieval of item versus relational
information—conscious and nonconscious forms
of memory retrieval show clear overlaps in brain
activity.
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Implicit memory versus familiarity memory

Explicit memory does not reflect a unitary func-
tion, but rather can be divided in memory for facts
(semantic memory) versus events (episodic mem-
ory).52 According to dual-process theories, episodic
memory can be further subdivided into two pro-
cesses, recollection and familiarity.53–59 Recollec-
tion is typically characterized as a slow, intentional
retrieval process whereby memories are retrieved
along with rich contextual detail, such as an event
that occurred at a particular time and place. In con-
trast, familiarity is a fast, unintentional retrieval
process in which memories lack contextual detail;
an example is when you recognize a person on
the bus without memory of his name or where
you met him.57 Research from multiple method-
ological approaches, including the study of neu-
ropsychological populations, ERP, and fMRI, has
provided strong evidence that recollection and fa-
miliarity have different neural bases (cf. Ref. 60). Pa-
tients with selective damage to the hippocampus61,62

or with amnestic MCI63 have shown impaired rec-
ollection coupled with little or no impairments in
familiarity. Using ERP, late positive-going 500–700
ms brain potentials in posterior scalp regions have
been strongly linked to recollection, whereas early
negative-going 300–500 ms frontal potentials (the
N400 effect) have been linked to familiarity.64 Using
fMRI, recollection and familiarity have been dis-
sociated in several brain regions.65–68 For instance,
within the medial temporal lobes, recollection has
been shown to be more dependent on the hip-
pocampus, while familiarity is more dependent on
the adjacent rhinal cortex.69 Within the posterior
midline region, recollection has been linked with
the retrosplenial cortex while familiarity has been
linked with the precuneus.70 Within lateral pari-
etal cortex, recollection has been linked with more
ventral regions, and familiarity, more dorsal re-
gions.31,32,71 Finally, hemispheric lateralization dif-
ferences have been found within lateral frontal cor-
tex, with recollection-related activity observed in the
left hemisphere and familiarity-related activity ob-
served in the right.72–74 Taken together, these disso-
ciations have been used as evidence that recollection
and familiarity reflect distinct processes that occur
in different neural regions. However, other lines of
research argue against a dual-process perspective
and instead suggest that at least some dissociations

that have been produced between recollection and
familiarity have inadvertently captured differences
in memory strength.12,60 Consistent with this po-
sition is evidence showing a link between activity
in the hippocampus and strong, high-confidence
memories, regardless of whether these memories are
accompanied by recollective, contextual detail.75,76

Overall, the characterization of recollection and
familiarity, in terms of both their neural bases as
well as component psychological processes, has long
been a topic of investigation and debate.56 One ques-
tion of particular interest is the extent to which fa-
miliarity memory may be related to implicit mem-
ory. During standard recognition tests, previously
studied words or objects are presented along with
new items, and the subject evaluates each item for
its previous occurrence. Given this stimulus repeti-
tion, several models have been put forth to account
for how familiarity memory might be similar to,
arise from, or operate concurrently with noncon-
scious repetition effects.56,77 One model posits that,
in contrast to a controlled memory search, familiar-
ity arises from the uncontrolled activation of studied
information, which can thereby support either (or
both) conscious recognition judgments as well as
performance on incidental or indirect tests of im-
plicit memory.57 This model emphasizes overlaps
between familiarity memory and implicit memory,
particularly conceptual implicit memory, and has
been supported by evidence that they function sim-
ilarly in response to numerous variables, including
levels of processing manipulations, generation ef-
fects, and population dissociations (for review, see
Ref. 56). The extent of these overlaps have even been
used to question whether conceptual priming is per-
haps better ascribed to a form of explicit, rather than
implicit, retrieval.21

A second, related model posits that familiar-
ity is a fast, automatic process in which memory
judgments are in fact driven by the increased flu-
ency of reprocessing studied information.4,53,59 This
possibility—that the increased fluency of process-
ing that occurs during repeated items can influ-
ence recognition judgments—is arguably particu-
larly likely for familiarity-based recognition, rather
than recollection-based remembering, given that it
lacks contextual detail and is driven by a general
feeling of oldness.56,78,79 The precise source of this
increased fluency and its potential effect on recogni-
tion has been controversial. There is some evidence
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that perceptually based fluency, which enhances im-
plicit memory, can be used as a cue for recognition
memory,80,81 although other research suggests that
the fluency supporting perceptual implicit mem-
ory is functionally distinct from the perceptual flu-
ency that is operative during recognition.82,83 In
contrast to perceptual fluency, familiarity appears
to be particularly sensitive to conceptual process-
ing.82 Indeed, the reengagement of meaningful fea-
tures that gives rise to conceptual priming has been
shown to influence or bias judgments of familiar-
ity. For instance, familiarity-based responding has
been increased by preceding test items with briefly
presented semantically related primes.78,84 There is
recent convergent electrophysiological evidence that
this type of masked priming manipulation may con-
tribute to the memory signal used during familiar-
ity judgments. Using ERP, the memory signal for
words that were briefly preceded by the same word
(i.e., primed) relative to a different word (i.e., un-
primed) emerged at the earliest window (at approx-
imately 200 ms) but then continued into the time
window (approximately 400 ms) during which fa-
miliarity memory is evident. 85 Outside of this evi-
dence, however, the neuroanatomical basis of such
an influence of priming on recognition is still largely
uncertain.

In contrast to models that propose that familiar-
ity and implicit memory reflect the same process
or share a common underlying mechanism, an al-
ternative view is that implicit memory and recog-
nition are distinct mnemonic processes that can
operate concurrently in some circumstances.86 A
possible implication of this interplay between fa-
miliarity and conceptual priming is that it calls
into question the putative neural basis of familiarity
memory.87,88 As described previously, a large body
of ERP evidence has supported a distinction be-
tween late positive-going 500–700 ms brain poten-
tials in posterior scalp regions linked with recollec-
tion, versus early negative-going 300–500 ms frontal
potentials (N400 effect) linked with familiarity.64

However, the role of concurrent conceptual priming
during recognition testing has recently challenged
these electrophysiological correlates of familiarity.
One study used squiggle stimuli rated for meaning-
fulness and found that conceptual priming (which
occurred only for high-meaningful stimuli) was in
fact linked with the frontal N400 effect. In contrast,
when controlling for the influence of conceptual

priming by using stimuli rated low on meaning-
fulness, familiarity memory was linked with a later
parietal ERP effect.87,88 Thus, the FN400 effect often
observed during recognition memory may reflect
conceptual priming rather than familiarity. There
is some evidence against this interpretation: a study
that manipulated familiarity by using famous versus
nonfamous and common versus rare names found
that the FN400 effect varied with familiarity but
not priming.89 Nonetheless, a considerable body of
evidence has accumulated (reviewed by Ref. 90),
suggesting that the FN400 effects traditionally at-
tributed to familiarity memory may instead index a
more general measure of semantic processing that is
critical for both conceptual priming and familiarity
memory.

In the fMRI literature, there is mixed but grow-
ing evidence that the putative neural correlates of
familiarity might at least partly index a measure of
concurrent conceptual priming. On the one hand,
conceptual priming has been linked to decreases
in neural activity in inferior PFC,38,39,91 and at
a general level it has been dissociated from ex-
plicit memory both in direction as well as re-
gion of response,92,93 thus providing support for
the position that familiarity and priming are dis-
tinct memory phenomena. However, familiarity—
like priming—has also been associated with de-
creased neural activity, in particular in the rhinal
cortex within the MTL.70,94–96 A prominent in-
terpretation of familiarity-related deactivations in
rhinal cortex is the gatekeeper hypothesis, which
posits that the rhinal cortex quickly directs cogni-
tive and neural resources away from familiar and
toward novel stimuli to promote efficient encod-
ing and retrieval operations.97 A key component of
this hypothesis is that in order for the gatekeeper
to operate efficiently, it is likely to code incoming
information according to semantic or conceptual
properties. Although the original gatekeeper hy-
pothesis was interpreted in the context of explicit
memory, the purported function of the rhinal cor-
tex is arguably consistent with findings that concep-
tual implicit memory has also been shown to in-
volve the rhinal cortex. Perirhinal cortex reductions
have been observed for repeated relative to novel
semantic decisions,98 and the magnitude of con-
ceptual priming on a speeded living/nonliving task
has been directly linked to the magnitude of activ-
ity reductions in perirhinal cortex.99 A recent study
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Figure 1. Possible roles of the rhinal cortex in familiarity versus conceptual priming. (A) The rhinal cortex showed parametric
decreases in activity as a function of perceived oldness during a recognition task.70 This pattern suggests that the rhinal cortex may
be sensitive to stimulus novelty. (B) Left perirhinal cortex showed reductions in activity for repeated relative to new objects during
an incidental size judgment task, and particularly when the same semantic judgment was made during encoding.98 These findings
suggest a role of the rhinal cortex in the processing of semantic information. It is currently uncertain how reductions in neural
activity in the rhinal cortex may be related to conscious versus nonconscious components of stimulus repetition.

has also shown that the magnitude of perirhinal
activity during encoding predicts later conceptual
priming.100 Critically, these findings question
whether the deactivations in rhinal cortex that are
normally interpreted as a familiarity signal may in-
stead index a measure of repetition-related con-
ceptual fluency that occurs concurrently during
recognition testing. One potentially important dis-
tinction relates to the level of perceived oldness that
occurs during familiarity memory. Studies linking
the rhinal cortex with familiarity have shown para-
metric decreases in activity as a function of con-
scious awareness of oldness.33,94 However, concep-
tual priming can occur in the absence of conscious
awareness.93 Thus, a direct comparison of the role
of the perirhinal cortex in conscious versus noncon-
scious expressions of oldness is a critical direction
for future studies (Fig. 1).

One final note, given the subtraction logic of
many fMRI investigations, where differences in
brain activity are revealed by contrasting regions
showing greater activation for one condition rel-
ative to a second condition, another possibility is
that deactivations in rhinal cortex during repeated
or relative to new stimuli in fact reflect novelty de-
tection. It has been questioned whether there is a
meaningful distinction between novelty and famil-
iarity or whether they simply represent two sides

of the same coin.97,101 On the one hand, interpret-
ing decreased activity in rhinal cortex for repeated
items as a measure of novelty detection would have
important implications for the role of this region in
episodic encoding.102 However, new items do not
consistently elicit rhinal cortex activity when com-
pared with baseline,95,103 and subregions along an-
terior versus posterior regions of MTL have been
dissociated in terms of familiarity versus novelty
when compared directly, such as by presenting items
multiple times and measuring habituation104 or by
plotting magnitude of activity as a function of per-
ceived oldness.43,65,70,94,105

In summary, models of familiarity memory have
disagreed on the relationship between familiar-
ity and implicit memory, in particular conceptual
priming. Although there is some evidence that con-
ceptual priming and familiarity-based recognition
reflect distinct mnemonic processes, a clear dis-
tinction between them is difficult to discern given
that priming has been shown to influence familiar-
ity judgments, and that they may operate concur-
rently during standard recognition testing. These
interactions challenge what is typically interpreted
as the neural correlates of familiarity memory, es-
pecially in cases whereby the cognitive task em-
ployed does not control for influences of priming
or generalized semantic processing. Although there
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has been recent progress, much of the precise rela-
tionship between conceptual priming and familiar-
ity and their associated brain activity is still to be
determined.

Implicit memory versus unintentional
aware memory

A common distinguishing feature between explicit
and implicit memory centers on the control of
retrieval. Although tests of explicit memory in-
struct subjects to think back to the studied informa-
tion, tests of implicit memory make no mention of
the study episode. Rather, they measure repetition-
related learning on seemingly unrelated cognitive
tasks, such as identifying words in noise or complet-
ing word fragments. Thus, the intention to retrieve
has been a critical variable used to distinguish ex-
plicit from implicit memory. However, in contrast
with research suggesting that the engagement of a
controlled, PFC-mediated retrieval mode is neces-
sary for explicit memory to occur,106 an important
subset of research within the both the explicit and
implicit memory literatures highlights the occur-
rence of involuntary explicit memory.107–111 That is,
regardless of intention, subjects may incidentally be-
come conscious, or aware, that an event or piece of
information was previously experienced. This phe-
nomenon has ecologically valid implications, such
as when rich, autobiographical memories sponta-
neously come to mind in response to a salient cue in
everyday life.112,113 This phenomenon also has criti-
cal implications for the measure of implicit memory,
as it offers an avenue through which explicit mem-
ory can affect the putative behavioral and neural
correlates of priming.

The potential effects of unintentional memory
awareness on priming have long been a topic of
discussion in the behavioral experimental psychol-
ogy literature.3,114 A potentially common situa-
tion among cognitively intact subjects has been
described,108 in which, while completing the nomi-
nally implicit test of word stem completion, for ex-
ample, subjects may become aware that some of the
solutions can be completed with studied words. Im-
portantly, although the pattern of behavioral prim-
ing performance has sometimes been unaffected by
reported unintentional awareness,115–118 in other
cases priming is enhanced or is only produced by
subjects who are aware of the study-test connec-
tion.119–123 Thus, the potential impact of involun-

tary explicit awareness on implicit memory is of
critical consideration when interpreting the mech-
anism of behavioral priming effects.

Arguably, the impact of involuntary explicit
awareness on implicit memory is perhaps even more
serious for functional neuroimaging. In behavioral
studies, the results may remain unaffected if spon-
taneous awareness occurs after the participant’s re-
sponse to each trial, so long as this awareness does
not encourage them to adopt a new, nonincidental
strategy toward completing the task. In contrast, if
spontaneous awareness occurs after a response in
studies that use fMRI, the associated brain activity
is still registered by the images, thus seriously con-
founding the interpretation of the neural basis of
implicit memory. Despite this concern, the neural
basis of involuntary aware memory has received rel-
atively little attention in the cognitive neuroscience
literature, and its precise relationship with implicit
retrieval is still an ongoing topic of investigation.
A prominent theoretical model based on neuropsy-
chological data124 posits that explicit memory can
be initiated automatically by the hippocampus in
response to either top-down or bottom-up signals.
This notion has also been supported by studies us-
ing fMRI, which have shown that the MTL can pre-
dict an item’s true oldness status independent from
the subject’s conscious experience of oldness.33 Fur-
thermore, the attention to memory (AToM) model32

also posits a role of ventral PPC in bottom-up at-
tentional capture to a previously experienced stim-
ulus.125 If both implicit and explicit memory can be
initiated by stimulus-driven processing of repeated
objects, then a critical question is whether there is
a point at which neural priming transitions into a
conscious signal of oldness.

One approach to addressing this question comes
from a prominent a model of progressive differentia-
tion from priming to item recognition to retrieval of
contextual (e.g., source) detail.126 This model posits
that the presentation of a stimulus will give rise to a
complex pattern of initial activation, and that over
the timecourse of even a few milliseconds, this ac-
tivation will not strengthen memories in a quanti-
tative manner but rather may yield differentiated
attributes or phenomenological experiences of
memory, producing a transition from implicit
memory to conscious item recognition, to the re-
trieval of perceptual or semantic detail. To date,
there is little functional neuroimaging evidence as
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Figure 2. BOLD signal changes preceding the emergence of explicit memory during an incidental stimulus–response learning
task.127 There was a significant increase in BOLD signal in the ventral striatum (A) and right ventrolateral PFC (B), 10 trials prior
to when explicit awareness of a hidden regularity in the stimulus–response learning task was evident behaviorally. These findings
suggest that increased neural activity in these regions can signal a transition from unconscious to conscious learning.

to whether, or how, this transition might occur
over time. A recent combined EEG–fMRI investiga-
tion127 showed that the emergence of explicit aware-
ness during a contingent stimulus–response learn-
ing task was linked with an increase in neural activity
in right ventromedial PFC and the ventral striatum,
a region that has been implicated in feedback-based
learning128 and motivational learning.129 These re-
sults therefore suggest a possible neural mechanism
for how learning can transition from implicit to ex-
plicit (Fig. 2). Similarly, a recent ERP study130 found
that visual cortex activity associated with conscious
(accurate) memory for spatial locations emerged
later in time than visual cortex activity associated
with nonconscious (forgotten) repetition effects,
producing a temporal but not spatial distinction
between conscious and nonconscious retrieval. Ar-
guably consistent with these findings is evidence of
an overlap in activity during encoding that predicts
both implicit and explicit memory. One study in-
structed subjects to view novel scenes and then ad-
ministered a surprise explicit memory test in which
studied scenes were presented multiple times.131 Ac-
tivity in key regions typically linked with explicit
scene memory (including bilateral parahippocam-

pal place area, bilateral fusiform gyrus, and right
inferior PFC) predicted successful explicit memory,
such that activity was greater for subsequently re-
membered than subsequently forgotten scenes. Ac-
tivity in the same regions also predicted more neural
attenuation, a measure of priming whereby peak ac-
tivity decreases from first to second exposure of the
encoded scenes during recognition testing. These
findings emphasize an overlap in the initial stimu-
lus representation that can produce both conscious
and unconscious neural expressions of memory.

In contrast, other research emphasizes indepen-
dence between explicit and implicit memory and
suggests there is not a continuous transition from
implicit to explicit memory. Rather, the repetition
effects that lead to priming may stem from a dif-
ferent population of neurons than those that lead
to involuntary aware memory. One study found
that priming in the absence of explicit memory
was linked with decreased neural activity in bilat-
eral occipital and inferior temporal regions, whereas
explicit remembering was linked with neural
activations in parietal, frontal, and MTL regions.132

Importantly, none of these regions interacted
with retrieval intention, which was linked with
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activation in bilateral superior frontal gyrus and
right anterior PFC when compared with inciden-
tal retrieval. These results thus suggested that the
neuroanatomical distinction between implicit and
explicit memory does not reflect differences between
incidental and intentional retrieval. A more recent
study manipulated intentional versus incidental re-
trieval by asking subjects either to retrieve items
intentionally, or to focus on categorizing items and
then report whether they were also spontaneously
recognized.133 The authors found that while inten-
tional retrieval was linked with increased activation
in dorsolateral PFC, incidental retrieval was linked
with reduced activity in extrastriate regions of occip-
ital cortex as well as parahippocampal cortex (PHC),
suggesting that involuntary explicit memory can be
initiated by bottom-up signals in posterior brain re-
gions. Given that this pattern of deactivations in pos-
terior brain regions has frequently been associated
with implicit memory,40 the authors subsequently
compared new, baseline trials with the repeated tri-
als that were not spontaneously retrieved and did
not find overlapping clusters of deactivation with
the regions observed during incidentally aware tri-
als. Thus, the specific clusters of activity observed
during priming in the absence of awareness were
distinct from those observed during involuntary ex-
plicit retrieval, despite both relying on bottom-up
repetition effects.

Of note, although it has not been determined
directly why these described studies132,133 observed
different regions associated with incidental retrieval,
one possibility is that the difference is methodolog-
ical: whereas the former study132 compared overall
differences between the intentional and incidental
instruction conditions, the latter study133 limited
their incidental condition to trials in which sub-
jects reported spontaneous retrieval. Importantly,
however, what these studies both support is a neu-
roanatomical distinction between incidental explicit
memory and implicit memory. In turn, they also
suggest caution in interpreting the results of stud-
ies that do not distinguish between them, as brain
activity attributed to priming effects may instead
capture incidental awareness that an item has been
previously experienced.

Finally, a growing topic of interest in the episodic
memory literature is the relationship between suc-
cessful explicit memory and the reactivation of
encoding-related brain activity.134 For instance, the

encoding of word-sound pairs has been linked with
later reactivation of auditory cortex, even if the
words are presented alone at test.135,136 Although a
thorough examination of the reactivation literature
is beyond the scope of this review, one question of
particular relevance is the extent to which reactiva-
tion occurs independently from consciousness. One
study found that old hits and old misses engaged
similar levels of activity in early-selection visual
processing areas, suggesting that repetition prim-
ing for true (relative to false) memories was linked
with reactivation of activity in perceptual stimu-
lus processing areas.137 Interestingly, priming was
associated with increases in neural activity, rather
than decreases. Increased activity for repeated rel-
ative to new stimuli has previously been observed
in some cases, such as when using novel or unfa-
miliar stimuli that do not have a preexisting rep-
resentation.37,40 The pattern observed by the au-
thors fits within those parameters, given their use
of novel shape stimuli.137 However, their findings
do raise the question of whether reactivation dur-
ing implicit retrieval is limited to cases that show
repetition-related increases, rather than decreases in
activity. A recent study reported encoding-retrieval
overlaps in activations as well as overlaps in de-
activations, in different regions.138 Reductions in
neural activity during a visual object search task
were observed in the cuneus and precuneus dur-
ing both encoding and implicit retrieval in study-
test unaware subjects, producing a pattern of re-
deactivations associated with implicit memory. In
addition, however, successful implicit memory also
involved reactivation of encoding-related increases
in activity in bilateral occipital, fusiform, and lingual
gyri, indicating a similarity in the operation of im-
plicit and explicit memory systems. As the study did
not employ a direct comparison between implicit
and explicit retrieval-related reactivation, future re-
search is needed to determine the precise extent of
overlap in these two mechanisms, both spatial and
temporal.

Explicit and implicit relational memory:
a common role of MTL

Despite cases in which implicit and explicit mem-
ory might influence each other—thus complicating
the study and interpretation of either process—the
majority of studies appear to agree that implicit
and explicit memory often operate in the context
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of different neurocognitive mechanisms. However,
a common component within the studies described
thus far is that they measure the retrieval (implicit
or explicit) of individual items or stimuli. A sepa-
rate line of research has focused on the retrieval of
relational information; that is, the retrieval of links
between items and their contextual environments.
Critically, studies investigating relational retrieval
have identified a common neural mechanism be-
tween implicit and explicit memory, centering on
the MTL.

The role of the MTL in explicit memory has
a long-standing history in the neuropsychological
literature. The famous case-study of H.M., a pa-
tient who developed profound anterograde amne-
sia following surgical resection of major portions
of his MTL, led to the development of a frame-
work that distinguished between declarative mem-
ory and nondeclarative memory.139–141 Declarative
memory generally refers to a memory system depen-
dent on the MTL and that supports the formation of
new episodic and semantic memories (i.e., memo-
ries that can be “declared”). Nondeclarative memory
generally refers to a system independent of the MTL
and that supports the formation of varied learn-
ing functions such as motor, procedural and skill
learning (i.e., functions that demonstrate learning
but are not “declared” as memories).142 Neuropsy-
chological studies showing that patients with MTL
damage were impaired in explicit memory but not
priming10,143,144 helped lead to the characterization
of declarative memories as explicit (retrieved con-
sciously) and nondeclarative memories as implicit
(not retrieved consciously).107,114,145

Other evidence has accumulated that the pre-
cise role of the MTL in episodic memory is not
consciousness per se, but rather in forming rela-
tionships among elements in a learning event. In-
deed, episodic memories have long been described
as not only conscious but also as fundamentally re-
lational, composed of complex, contextually spe-
cific, representations.33,146,147 Neuropsychological
models based on lesion data suggest that the hip-
pocampus in particular serves to bind elements to-
gether into memory traces and operates both in-
cidentally and obligatorily.124 This purported role
of the MTL in relational processing supports a
modification of the classic explicit/implicit distinc-
tion. A critical implication is that the MTL will
be involved during the retrieval of relational in-

formation using both conscious tests of explicit
memory as well as nonconscious tests of implicit
memory.148,149

The idea that, in the case of relational retrieval,
implicit and explicit memory can be driven by
a common MTL mechanism has been supported
by a large body of neuropsychological evidence.
Chun and Phelps150 employed the contextual cu-
ing paradigm, a visual search task in which subjects
are instructed to search for a visual target (e.g., a
rotated T) among distracters (e.g., rotated Ls), and
relational priming is demonstrated if subjects are
faster to detect the target within a previously seen
contextual configuration relative to a new configu-
ration. Importantly, amnesic subjects demonstrated
intact procedural learning in their general search
abilities but demonstrated no relational priming,
and performed at chance levels when asked to dis-
tinguish explicitly between previously seen visual
configurations and randomly generated new config-
urations. This study provided critical and novel evi-
dence that damage to the MTL produces a deficit in
the ability to form new contextual associations or re-
lationships, independent from the conscious/non-
conscious distinction. A pattern of impaired im-
plicit relational memory despite intact repetition
priming has been found in several other investi-
gations of MTL-amnesic patients.148,151,152 (For a
contrary result, see Ref. 153). Similarly, a similar
pattern has been found by manipulating tempo-
rary, midazolam-induced, amnesia in healthy sub-
jects.154,155 Although some studies do emphasize a
link between the MTL and consciousness,156–158 the
majority of current evidence appears to support the
hypothesis that MTL structures are critical for the
processing of relational information, independently
from conscious awareness or intention.

Although an unambiguous distinction between
implicit and explicit retrieval can be more diffi-
cult to discern in cognitively intact subjects relative
to patient populations, a benefit of the functional
neuroimaging approach is that it is typically bet-
ter suited to identify more specific roles of subre-
gions with the MTL during relational retrieval. Us-
ing fMRI, for instance, the hippocampus has been
shown to make a unique contribution to episodic
memory by linking together various aspects of a
learning event into a bound memory representa-
tion66,159–161 (but see Ref. 162). In particular, the
hippocampus may be particularly important for the
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Figure 3. Experimental design and behavioral index of nonconscious associative memory.164 In the experimental condition,
subjects viewed face-profession pairs between pattern masks. In the control condition, subjects viewed faces alone. Following
encoding, the previously masked faces were presented again without masks, and subjects were instructed to guess the professional
category of each face (artist or academic). Although accuracy for the category judgment was at chance, subjects were faster during
correct relative to incorrect guesses, and only the experimental condition. The fMRI analysis showed that the degree of RT difference
was correlated with activity in the right perirhinal cortex and left hippocampus, indicating a role of the MTL during implicit retrieval
of novel semantic associations.

binding of flexible, nonunitized, between-domain
associations,163 where the binding of components
A, B, and C can later be accessed as any variation
of the original inputs. This type of binding can be
contrasted with, unitized, inflexible, within-domain
associations, such that binding of components A,
B, and C can later be accessed only as the fused
ABC.146,163 Recent models suggest that the flexibil-
ity of binding does not center on the distinction be-
tween declarative and nondeclarative memory (i.e.,
consciousness) but rather on relative contributions
of the hippocampus and adjacent MTL structures,
such as the rhinal cortex. There has been relatively
little evidence as to the role of the MTL during im-
plicit relational retrieval, but the majority of stud-
ies thus far are consistent with neuropsychological
models124 that maintain that the hippocampus is
critical for binding, regardless of consciousness.149

In one study,164 subjects were instructed to view
face-profession pairs that were flashed subliminally
between visual masks. At test, subjects were asked
to indicate whether the general semantic category
of each face’s profession had been an artist or aca-
demic. Accuracy for the categories test was at chance,
yet subjects were faster to make correct guesses rel-
ative to incorrect guesses, producing a measure of
unaware semantic associative retrieval. Neural activ-
ity associated with this contrast revealed increases
in bilateral hippocampus as well as right perirhinal
cortex (Fig. 3). The authors later extended these
findings165 by showing increased activity in ante-
rior hippocampus and right perirhinal cortex dur-

ing subliminal (nonconscious) associative encod-
ing. Similarly, another study166 used a sequence
learning (serial reaction time) task, a form of spa-
tiotemporal associative learning that produces faster
response times to a cue for repeated sequences rel-
ative to randomly generated new sequences. After
the serial reaction time task, subjects completed
one of several explicit tests of the preceding se-
quences. Both implicit and explicit retrieval cor-
related with bilateral MTL activity (including hip-
pocampus, entorhinal cortex, and parahippompal
cortex), although MTL activity correlated with PFC
activity only the explicit test. Importantly, partici-
pants who were classified as unaware of the repeating
patterns showed MTL activation that was indistin-
guishable from those classified as test-aware, and the
MTL activity during implicit learning was uncorre-
lated with the successful performance on the explicit
sequence tests. Finally, a recent investigation167 used
eye-tracking during fMRI to show that the activity
in the hippocampus predicted eye movements in a
visual relational configuration task even when ex-
plicit memory was at chance. Taken together, these
studies maintain that the MTL, including the hip-
pocampus, is critical during nonconscious forma-
tion and retrieval of relational information. A crit-
ical component of these studies is that they showed
activations in hippocampus, not deactivations; thus,
relational priming may reflect the engagement of an
implicit memory system that is distinct from repeti-
tion priming not only in region but also in direction
of neural response.
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However, there are also recent findings that ar-
gue against activations in hippocampus during rela-
tional priming.168 In one study, subjects viewed two
Chinese characters (which were familiar word stim-
uli for the subjects) and judged their orthographic
similarity. The implicit test measured reaction time
to reading intact (i.e., presented together), recom-
bined (presented at study but not together) and
new character pairs, and relational priming was de-
fined as the overlap in neural activations for intact-
recombined and intact-new contrasts. In contrast
to both the region and direction of neural activ-
ity found in prior studies,164 relational priming was
linked with decreased activity in right PHC, as well
as anterior cingulate cortex, inferior frontal gyrus,
and occipital cortex. Further research is needed to
determine the extent to which the discrepancy in
results between this study and prior fMRI studies
of relational priming may be due to methodological
differences.

One final note, even within the hippocampus,
there is evidence that different regions along the
anterior–posterior axis make different contribu-
tions to relational memory. Although posterior hip-
pocampus has been shown to be involved in the
structured reinstatement of perceptual information,
anterior hippocampus has been shown to be in-
volved in more flexible retrieval operations.169 In
turn, a critical question for future investigations is
whether different regions along the hippocampal
formation make a distinct contribution to implicit
versus explicit relational retrieval. In psychologi-
cal terms, this question links to whether explicit
and implicit relational retrieval reflect access to the
same or different features of an encoded memory
representation.

Conclusion

Although it has been well established that there are
numerous critical distinctions between explicit and
implicit memory at both behavioral and neural
levels, recent research has also identified several
ways in which these memory phenomena may be
interrelated. Indeed, traditional constructs used to
distinguish between explicit and implicit memory—
including those centering on automaticity,
consciousness or awareness, intention, control
of retrieval, and the involvement of the MTL
memory system—have been shown not to produce
entirely straightforward or consistent dichotomies.

Figure 4. This model predicts that the brain regions associated
with explicit or implicit memory do not divide on consciousness,
but rather vary along the continua of several critical variables,
including the cognitive process (conceptually or perceptually
driven), the stimulus representation (item or relational), and the
level of intention (controlled or automatic/involuntary). The
model de-emphasizes the traditional systems view and leaves
open the opportunity for neural regions to contribute uniquely
as well as work in synchrony to support various memory phe-
nomena. Hipp, hippocampus; LVLPFC, left ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortex; RhC, rhinal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cor-
tex; Vis Ctx, visual cortex.

Although parsimony should always be emphasized,
it does appear that simple dichotomies between
explicit and implicit memory are inadequate given
the current state of the memory literature. We
endorse the view that dissociations and interrela-
tionships between explicit and implicit memory are
equally critical and should both be represented in
an effective model of memory and consciousness.

We have begun to approach this challenge by
combining the literatures described in this review
and plotting along intersecting axes the essential
variables of memory representation, process, and
intention (Fig. 4). Within this model, the brain re-
gions operative during explicit or implicit memory
do not divide on consciousness per se, but rather are
predicted to vary along the continua of each of these
variables. For instance, this model predicts that the
relative contribution of visual cortex during a cog-
nitive task of interest may be associated with inten-
tion (automatic greater than controlled), processing
mode (perceptual greater than conceptual), as well
as representation (item greater than relational). In
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contrast, the predicted contribution of PHC may be
more strongly associated with differences in process
(perceptual greater than conceptual) and represen-
tation (relational greater than item) than intention.
Importantly, the model leaves open the opportunity
for neural regions to contribute uniquely as well
as work in synchrony to support various memory
phenomena. A challenge for further research will
be to determine whether, and how, the conscious
experience of memory can be captured within a
model that de-emphasizes simple dichotomies. Ul-
timately, it remains to be seen: is there a specific
point at which our memories become consciously
experienced, and, if so, what power does cognitive
neuroscience hold in identifying it?
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